In this study, we describe a novel fusion in hematological malignancies, expanding number of FGFR1 partner genes and confirming the relevance of RANBP2/NUP358 in myeloid neoplasm. The clinical presentation as a myeloproliferative/myelodysplastic disorder was not different from other EMS. More cases with chromosome 2 abnormalities should be explored in order to evaluate the incidence of RANBP2/NUP358 rearrangements in hematological neoplasms.
Supplementary Information accompanies the paper on the Leukemia website (http://www.nature.com/leu) Exome sequencing in tracking clonal evolution in multiple myeloma following therapy Leukemia (2013) 27, 1188-1191; doi:10.1038/leu.2012.287
Sequencing the tumor genome using next-generation sequencing (NGS) is providing an unparalleled insight into the pathogenesis and progression of the disease. Much of the current focus of NGS in cancer is on defining mutations in the tumor genome at disease presentation, and these findings are central to understanding the molecular mechanisms that underlie pathogenesis. However, additional questions remain about the stability of the tumor clone under therapeutic pressure and these require a distinct second wave of NGS analyses. Understanding how each tumor evolves following therapy will be the key to delivering targeted therapy tailored for individual patients and in developing stratified therapeutic programs. Where a given tumor presents as a highly heterogeneous disease, this introduces a further complexity, requiring each subset of the disease to be evaluated separately in its response to therapy. Multiple myeloma (MM), defined as accumulation of malignant plasma cells in the bone marrow, exemplifies such a tumor and exhibits marked disease heterogeneity at presentation. 1, 2 At the outset, aberrant chromosomal markers exist in diagnostic MM samples that are associated with poor prognosis and help in delineating specific disease subsets, including t(4;14) and 1q21 amplification among others, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] suggesting that these markers may be highly relevant to defining specific patterns of progression and clonal response to therapy.
The pivotal NGS study of MM centered on the MM Research Consortium (MMRC) analysis of 38 tumor genomes that identified key somatic mutations, either at disease presentation or at relapse, but not in a paired setting. 6 Consequently, the data did not permit
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Letters to the Editor identification of molecular changes under therapy in individual patients longitudinally. Subsequent NGS data described further genomic lesions in MM that are associated with defined chromosomal translocations, including t(4;14), and defined subclonal evolution, 7 but again only at disease presentation. Importantly, no single gene mutation or combination of mutations has emerged as universal to all MMs at presentation, across tumor subsets, suggesting that multiple molecular pathways will most likely be responsible for the pathogenesis of this disease and further suggesting that clonal changes under therapy are likely to vary between disease subsets in MM, to be mapped fully.
Data are beginning to emerge to meet this mapping need, but at markedly different levels of molecular sensitivities, determined by the technologies used. Very recently, a study based on array comparative genomic hybridization analysis on the 244A Human Genome CGH Microarrays (Agilent) platform evaluated 28 MM cases treated with a range of therapeutic regimens, in paired longitudinal analyses in individual patients. 8 This specific technology is inherently limited, defining insertions and deletions of large DNA fragments of 4several kb size and assessing copy number variation or copy number abnormality to define allele gain or loss. This study by Keats et al. reported varying patterns of clonal response to therapy in MM, with some cases displaying a relatively stable clone and others showing differing patterns of marked genetic changes. 8 Nevertheless, the array comparative genomics hybridization-based study established a necessary 'broad-brush' understanding of clonal response to therapy in MM, observing that patients with poorprognosis chromosomal markers tend to be associated with the largest degree of genetic change. 8 Defining the precise pathways of response to therapy in MM cells, however, will require a concise mapping of somatic mutations at the nucleotide level, at the next layer of molecular sensitivity, in coding and non-coding genome-wide regions, and this will be dependent on NGS. Mutated genes determine altered effector molecule functions and mediate mechanisms of relapse and resistance to therapy. These mutations will need to be defined in specific subsets of MM after therapy. This level of NGS analysis has very recently been used to examine a single MM case displaying a t(4;14) abnormality, at different time points pre-and post-therapy. 9 These data revealed a clear clonal evolution as disease progresses following therapy and defined key mutations in specific genes.
We extend the use of NGS in tracking the tumor clone in MM after therapy, by examining a separate subset of disease. By focusing on NGS of the tumor exome, we examine somatic mutations that have a direct impact on gene-coding sequences and report on the exome in an index case of MM with 1q21 amplification, comparing disease presentation with relapse in a paired analysis.
The MM case presented as IgGk stage IIIA and underwent phases of treatment including chemotherapy and autologous transplants (described further in Supplementary Data). Tumor DNA was examined at disease presentation and at first relapse after the start of first-line therapy (year 4; Y4), using exome capture next-generation sequencing with matched T-cell DNA for germline. Sequencing libraries were subjected to Illumina/Solexa NGS (Supplementary Data). Bioinformatic comparison of tumor exomes with germline identified non-synonymous coding variants, representing putative mutations, with a summary of sequence coverage metrics for the three exomes shown in Table 1 . A tumor sample was also available after conventional induction chemotherapy in plateau phase (year 1; Y1), which was only examined for selected gene mutations using conventional Sanger sequencing (Supplementary Data; Table 2b ). At Y4, routine chromosomal assessment had already revealed the emergence of t(11;14) in 30% of tumor cells as a progression event (Supplementary Data).
By coding exome capture next-generation sequencing results with 0 or 1 to denote the absence or presence of apparent variant (Table 2a) , 81 tumor-specific novel non-synonymous variants were identified, of which 33 were shared at presentation and Y4 and 48 were de novo variants at Y4 (and Supplementary Table S1 ). Of the 81 genes, 14 were mutated in the MMRC cohort, with NRAS (p.Q61K) being identical, 6 and all but one gene (WDR73) were also mutated in COSMIC (two identical: NRAS, p.Q61K; TAF1L, p.R1243W) (Supplementary Table S1 ). To verify fidelity, B20% of novel variants from each 0,1,1 and 0,0,1 data set were randomly Sanger sequenced to reveal a correct positive call of 100% (Table 2a and b), suggesting high confidence in exome capture next-generation sequencing bioinformatic calls. Of 15 confirmed mutations, B50% are predicted to be damaging (Table 2b) . Notably, these findings reveal and confirm clonal evolution in MM following therapy, in our case accruing mutations at presentation that have evolved during the course of disease and persist to Y4, and acquiring mutations by Y4 that have arisen after plateau phase (Y1 ;  Table 2b ). They parallel the very recent observations from serially tracking the single t(4;14) MM case from presentation to end-stage plasma cell leukemia using whole-genome sequencing. 9 Therapy differed in that study, including lenalidomide initially followed by a bortezomib combination. In the former study, 10 variants were common throughout and other clonal variants appeared and disappeared during disease course, with five gene variants associating with transformation to plasma cell leukemia. 9 Two mutated genes are common to both studies, CSMD3 (CUB and Sushi multiple domains 3) in presentation and relapse, and SUB1 (SUB1 homolog, S. cerevisiae) associating with Y4 and plasma cell leukemia stage, 9 suggesting important roles in tumor progression. However, another gene AFF1 (AF4/FMR2 family, member 1) was mutated at presentation to the plasma cell leukemia phase in the former study, 9 and was highlighted as possibly relevant to progression in t(4;14) MM but was absent in our study, pointing to possible disease subset variation. Potential divergence at Y4 (48 variants) in the present study is large, however, as only 33 variants appear at presentation following pathogenesis, suggesting stage-dependent kinetic differences in acquiring mutations that associate with tumor progression in response to therapy.
The present report and the study by Egan et al. 9 delineate the nature of individual gene mutations that occur following therapy Letters to the Editor Table 2 . Letters to the Editor in MM in two distinct poor prognosis subsets and have initiated the phase of NGS work that will be necessary to elucidate at the gene level the 'broad-brush' insight delivered by the study by Keats et al. 8 Taken together, our observations and those from the single t(4;14) case 9 reveal a disease landscape at relapse in MM that displays complex patterns of genetic mutations that will need to be dissected by NGS in relation to specific therapies. Common mutations, such as CSMD3 and SUB1 as described above, may provide key pointers to essential survival pathways irrespective of type of therapy or disease subset. Whether specific patterns associate with individual markers of poor prognosis in MM will emerge from NGS studies of larger cohorts. These patterns will define the models of clonal evolution, which may be linear or may involve a clone regressing and reappearing by competition. Whether all 1q21 MM cases exhibit an apparent linear mode of evolution under therapy, as suggested by our data, remains to be determined.
It is however evident from these two initial NGS studies that the tumor clone will need to be closely scrutinized after each phase of treatment. These studies also suggest that a multi-target combination therapy may be required to eradicate the genetically variant subclones in any specific tumor population in MM that persist after early therapy to prevent escape. 10 
